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\section*{ABSTRACT}

The global use of “asbestos” in various commercial products has led to a wide range and pervasive legacy of disease. One such use of chrysotile asbestos was brake pads and was utilized commonly in automobiles and heavy vehicles. The result of incorporation of chrysotile into brake pads is associated with the exposure of mechanics fitting and servicing vehicles to liberated chrysotile fibers. Despite the proven exposure, the relative risk of malignant mesothelioma (MM) in this occupational population is broadly seen as low. The toxicity of particulates, including fibers such as chrysotile, is driven by a combination of dose and physicochemical properties. As such, it is plausible that chrysotile released from brake pads may have undergone modification, thereby altering the pathogenicity profile. The impact of high sheer stress causing shortening of long fibers, heat modification, binding of resin matrix to the fiber surface on the relative toxicity of brake debris with regards to MM is considered. It is apparent that released chrysotile can undergo significant modification, reducing the long fiber dose although not all modifications may lead to reduced toxicity.
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\section*{Introduction}

During the early twentieth century, “asbestos” was widely regarded as a wonder material due to the array of useful properties it possesses, such as fire and heat resistance (the word “asbestos” is derived from the Greek “ασβεστός” or “unquenchable”, “inextinguishable”). In the case of chrysotile asbestos, the flowing fibrils also made it possible to weave the mineral fibers into fireproof cloth. “Asbestos” was also abundant and mined on a large scale in many countries, most notably Canada and Russia but also many other countries such as South Africa, China, and Italy.

Rather than being a single entity, “asbestos” is a collective term for a group of naturally occurring silicate fibers and are broadly classified into serpentine or amphibole. The serpentine group consists only of chrysotile asbestos, a flexible and flowing fiber of thin chrysotile fibrils that can be woven while the amphibole group consists of five different forms of “asbestos”, namely crocidolite, amosite, tremolite, anthophyllite, and actinolite. Crocidolite and amosite asbestos were
used commercially to some degree including significant usage in naval and merchant shipping as insulation materials in the form of asbestos filled mattresses, lagging and prior to 1963, sprayed asbestos (Harries 1968). However, of the different forms of “asbestos”, chrysotile was the most extensively used worldwide (Virta 2006). The availability and useful properties of chrysotile, amosite, and crocidolite asbestos fibers promoted their use in many different environments and products. Their lightweight, fireproofing, and insulating capacity made them indispensable in the technological revolution at the beginning of the twentieth century. “Asbestos” fibers such as chrysotile found uses in brake and clutch linings, insulation for fuel tanks for the growing aviation industry, cement boards and roofing tiles in the building industry and even as “artificial snow” sold to the public.

With widespread use and as such, exposure, the more perilous side of “asbestos” became more apparent. In the UK, the first documented impact of “asbestos” on respiratory health was in 1898 as part of the HM Chief Inspector of Factories and Workshops Annual Report (Deane 1899). Over the course of the twentieth century, studies further strengthened the link between “asbestos” exposure and respiratory diseases such as fibrosis and lung cancer. However, it was not until the seminal study by Wagner et al. (1960) that malignant mesothelioma (MM), a rare and universally fatal disease such as fibrosis and lung cancer. However, it was not until the seminal study by Wagner et al. (1960) that malignant mesothelioma (MM), a rare and universally fatal cancer of the serosal tissues, and its association to the crocidolite asbestos of the “Cape Blue Asbestos” was fully recognized. In December 1976, the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) evaluated asbestos and classified “asbestos” in all forms as a Group 1 carcinogen (carcinogenic to humans) (IARC 1977).

Epidemiological studies have incontrovertibly demonstrated “asbestos” as being the causal factor for morbidity and mortality associated with a wide range of occupational as well as non-occupational exposure scenarios involving different forms of “asbestos”. Nevertheless, the association between working with chrysotile-containing friction products such as brake pads and excess risk of MM has proven to be more controversial. Various peer-reviewed studies demonstrate no excess risk of MM in mechanics who have worked with chrysotile-containing brake pads despite exposure studies showing varying degrees of exposure to chrysotile fibers. However, such conclusions are hotly debated with questions raised over approaches to assessing excess risk in cohorts as well as exposure. However, few studies have explicitly considered the possible modification of chrysotile fibers resulting from the encasement in resin and subsequent liberation during grinding of brake pads. As the toxicity of particles and fibers is dictated purely by physicochemical characteristics and dose, it seems clear that any modification of the chrysotile could have implications for relative toxicity. Changes to the size, shape, surface properties, crystal structure, etc. could alter the nature of biological interactions making the released chrysotile more or less hazardous as compared with pristine fibers. The purpose of this review is to examine whether or not there is a toxicological explanation as to why chrysotile liberated from brake pad surfaces may show a modified toxicity profile.

Use of chrysotile in friction productions

With the industrial revolution, there has been a continuous need for resilient and effective braking systems for factory machinery and with their advent, automobiles. An example of this need is the very first steam-driven automobile developed by Nicholas Cugnot in the 1700s. Sadly, an accident occurred when at the heady speed of 10 km/h, the inventor realized he had no way of stopping the invention (bar a wall) (Maluf et al. 2006). Since this early foray into motorized transport, friction products have continued to develop with automotive, aerospace, and industrial applications. Typically, friction products consist of five main elements: binders, fibers, fillers, frictional additives, and abrasives (Grigoratos and Martini 2015). The binders serve to provide structural integrity by holding the components together with phenolic resins commonly used as polymeric binders and account for 20–40% of the brake liner. Fibers are used to provide mechanical strength; reinforcing the brake pad (Ganguly and George 2008) and account for 6–35% of the brake mass although in certain formulations, this can be much higher (Weir and Meraz 2001; Madl et al. 2008). These fibers are typically classified as metallic, mineral, ceramic or organic, and in modern friction materials, these often consist of glass fiber, copper, steel, Kevlar, and potassium titanate (Grigoratos and Martini 2015). For many years, chrysotile asbestos fibers were used as a reinforcing material due to their tensile strength and capacity to withstand heat; a technological improvement over those previously used such as camel hair and cotton-based textiles. Fillers such as silicates, ground slag, and metal oxides are also included to reduce production cost as well as improve the properties of the pads while carbonaceous materials such as graphite and carbon black are commonly used as lubricants to modify the wear characteristics of the brake pad. Finally, abrasives such as aluminum oxide and iron oxide are also included to increase friction and limit the build-up of transfer films which could reduce the effectiveness of the brake (Grigoratos and Martini 2015). The specific composition of brake pads varies between types of liner and manufacturer and over time have changed with technological advancement.

The use of “asbestos” in brake pads has been phased out in most countries, and in the UK, the use of “asbestos” in brake pads was banned from 1999, with the exception that pre-1973 vehicles could continue to be fitted with “asbestos”-containing brake shoes until 2004 (HSE 2009). In the USA, brake pads, clutch facings, and other friction materials containing “asbestos” are still permitted (EPA 2018) although no longer manufactured and as such, in very limited circulation.

Release and characteristics of chrysotile-containing brake debris

In the fitting of friction pads during the servicing of vehicles, the leading edge of the pad was often beveled to produce a smoother interaction between the brake and the opposing metal surface (Weir and Meraz 2001). Also, replacement of friction pads on heavy-duty vehicles and industrial equipment often required the pads to be drilled to allow...
attachment to the shoe or backing plate. This machining of pads to permit their optimal attachment and operation naturally results in the release of fine debris made up of the components of the friction pads, including chrysotile asbestos. The physicochemical properties of the released debris are crucial in determining the ability of the material to be inhaled and deposit in the lung thereby providing a tissue dose. Also, physicochemical properties dictate the interaction with the body such as the rate of clearance, reactivity, and ability to translocate. Particle toxicity is not solely determined by bulk composition but instead a more nuanced collective of shape, size, surface properties, composition, and solubility.

There have been a limited number of studies looking at the morphological characteristics of debris released from asbestos-containing brake pads during machining. An early study looked at the percentage of free fibers released from brake pads and found that less than 1% was released (relative to the 50% in the lining). Where these were observed, they were in the form of fiber bundles and fibrils with and without attached matrix particles (Lynch 1968).

The presence of free fibers was also observed in two later studies by Rohl, the first looking at chrysotile content in a range of 10 samples gathered within automobile repair shops in the US and the second within 39 samples from the US, four European countries and Australia. In the first study, the brake debris was in the form a heterogenous mix of particulate matter, free chrysotile fibers and fibers associated within resin. Chrysotile fiber bundles and fibrils were noted in all 10 samples although some of the fibers were observed without characteristic chrysotile morphology indicating partial or complete recrystallization (Rohl et al. 1976). The vast majority of the fibers were <5 μm in length which was in line with previous analysis by Hatch (1970) which showed 94% of fibers were <5 μm.

In the second study, free chrysotile fiber bundles and fibrils were found in all 39 samples (Rohl et al. 1977). While there was little evidence of significant alteration, the vast majority (~80%) were less than 0.4 μm in length although the percentage of regulated fibers was noted detailed.

More recently, a study by Weir and Meraz (2001) used a combination of grinding and drilling of brake pads composed of 50%±10% chrysotile and a phenolic or cresylic resin base with additional friction modifiers. The liberated particulates were analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) using NIOSH 239 procedures. Similar to the earlier studies described above, the authors found that the debris collected was composed of both particles and fibers with the majority of particulates being resin matrix. In addition, the majority of the fibrous materials was found to be bound to resin matrix and were compositionally and morphologically consistent with chrysotile asbestos.

While the study by Weir and Meraz provided insight into the types of particles found within the debris, they did not seek to isolate and characterize the more relevant respirable fraction of the debris or crucially, the number of classifiable fibers present (based on the WHO definition, WHO 1997). A later study by Atkinson et al. (2004) evaluated the size and type of free particulates collected from chrysotile-containing brake components using TEM. However, whereas Weir and Meraz simulated grinding and drilling of the brake pads to generate particulates, Atkinson rinsed the unused brake pad to recover any loose surface debris. Therefore, the exposure scenario most associated with this form of sample collection would be the general handling of the brake pads rather than solely machining, the latter being more likely to result in aerosolization of particles with a possible machining associated alteration (e.g. heating and fragmentation). Analysis of the surface particulates showed appreciable numbers of fibrous structures ranging from fibrils and bundles to clusters with and without matrix attachments. The percentage of chrysotile particulates (fragments) ranged from 44.7% to 76.1% depending on test sample with a mean length ranging from 2.42 μm to 3.73 μm and width of 0.03 μm. It is worth noting that the primary fiber counting rules for most current methods state that a countable fiber should be longer than 5 μm, narrower than 3 μm, and have an aspect ratio greater than 3:1 (WHO 1997; HSE 2005; NOHSC 2005; Baron 2017). Therefore, based on this convention for assessing fiber exposure in the workplace, any material shorter than 5 μm or wider than 3 μm would not be counted as a fiber which, as discussed later, is an important component of fiber associated toxicity. The numbers of fibrils within the Atkinson study which met the counting criteria for a respirable fiber varied dependent on the four samples tested with values of 4.8%, 6.7%, 10.3%, and 22.5%. Chrysotile bundles were found to be around twice the mean length of fibrils, and overall, 23.5-44.2% of the bundles measured met the length and width criteria for a countable fiber. Also, the authors outlined size cutoffs for respirability of 10 μm for non-fibrous structures and diameter equal to or less than 3.5 μm for long fibrous particulates (fibrils and bundles). Based on such criteria, they suggested that 100% of the fibrils would be respirable with a slightly lower proportion of respirable bundles (88.5–98.5%). The least respirable material was fragments of the matrix with fibers attached (66.7–82.6%). It is important to consider however that such estimation of respirability was based on assumptions rather than empirical evidence and the selected cutoffs are rather generous when we consider recognized conventions of respirability. In terms of non-fibrous structures, particle size having 50% penetration for the thoracic and respirable fractions are 10 μm and 4.0 μm, respectively ((ICEN 1993; (ACGIH) 2005; Brown et al. 2013), therefore assuming respirability (i.e. penetration beyond the ciliated airways) based on a physical size of 10 μm is a significant overestimation. Furthermore, in relation to airborne particles, a study by Brown et al. (2013) modeled particle deposition and predicted less than 20% penetration of 10 μm particles into the thorax. In relation to fibers, the mostly widely used convention and also that of World Health Organization (WHO 1997) is that a respirable fiber has a length greater than 5 μm, width less than 3 μm and an aspect ratio of greater than 3:1 (see Poland et al. 2018 for a wider discussion of evolution of fiber size limits). The limits set by Atkinson et al. sit out with these limits.

Overall, the characteristics of liberated particles from asbestos-containing brake pads show that chrysotile is indeed released and tends to be in the form of shorter
fibers (i.e. <5 μm) with resin matrix attachments. There is evidence of heat modification including recrystallization but such modification appears to affect a minority of chrysotile structures. While the majority of particulates released are non-fibrous resin matrix, chrysotile that meets the standard definition of a fiber are also observed.

There is no doubt that “asbestos” poses a significant risk to the respiratory health of exposed individuals. The legacy of suffering that the widespread use of chrysotile asbestos has brought is irrefutable and certainly not disputed within this article. When considering chrysotile use in friction products, the literature provides evidence that:

1. Chrysotile can be released during brake maintenance activities (e.g. grinding) leading to possible worker exposure;
2. Exposure to chrysotile can result in a range of diseases including asbestosis, lung cancer and mesothelioma (IARC 2012) therefore presenting a significant hazard;
3. Levels of exposure can exceed occupational exposure limits (see later) yet epidemiological analysis have shown no excess risk.

Such findings seem counter intuitive and the purpose of this review is to consider this relationship between chrysotile release from friction products and mesothelioma. The intention is not to perform a repeat of previous analysis to determine relative risk of MM in mechanics as recent and excellent analysis exists (Garabrant et al. 2016a). Instead the purpose is to explore if physicochemical modification of chrysotile liberated from friction products provides a toxicological basis for altered toxicity of chrysotile. However, first, it is important to summarize the evidence surrounding asbestos-associated disease in exposed mechanics and the nature of their exposures.

**Occupational exposure to chrysotile fibers in mechanics**

The hazard profile of a substance is an important modifier when considering potential risks but when we also consider that high exposure to even low toxicity substances can cause disease (Cherrie et al. 2013), no exposure to even the most toxic of substances means an absence of risk of disease. Therefore, exposure is the key variable when defining risk of disease resulting from toxicants with toxicity (hazard) being an important, but secondary variable. This concept sits at the heart of toxicology as told by the father of toxicology, Paracelsus (Philippus Aureolus Theophrastus Bombastus von Hohenheim) (1493–1541) whom is said to have stated:

> All things are poison and nothing is without poison; only the dose makes a thing not a poison. (Eikermann and Houle 2016)

Chrysotile is classified as a Group 1 carcinogen (IARC 2012) with numerous studies in various exposed populations showing relationships between chrysotile exposure and diseases such as asbestosis, lung cancer and MM (Hein et al. 2007; Berman and Crump 2008a; Loomis et al. 2010; Pierce et al. 2016). As such, when considering the relationship between disease and chrysotile use in friction products the first question to ask is “do chrysotile containing brake pads release asbestos fibers?”. It is not the purpose of this review to summarize all published analysis of chrysotile exposure resulting from machining brake pads (see Paustenbach et al. 2003, 2004; Kelsh et al. 2007 for a more comprehensive review). Instead, we seek to summarize a few key studies that highlight that chrysotile asbestos can be released during the grinding of chrysotile containing brake pads and exposures with levels varying greatly, including both above and below prescribed exposure limits. It is important to differentiate between those working with friction products (primarily mechanics) and those manufacturing them. The latter group would be exposed to pure chrysotile asbestos during the coating and mixing of the fibers with resin (Berry and Newhouse 1983) leading to the possibility of repeated high levels of exposure. Overall, the studies available for exposures in brake mechanics can be grouped into four types:

- Historical exposure assessments (e.g. pre-1980s);
- Modern retrospective analysis of historical exposure assessments;
- Exposure characterization during reconstruction of brake maintenance activities using asbestos-containing brake pads;
- Modern workplace analysis of mechanic shops currently working with chrysotile-containing brake pads (not UK or USA).

These types of studies are all present in the literature and have their respective benefits and draw backs. Historical assessments often suffer from relatively poor characterization of exposure and especially in relation to the physicochemical characteristics of particulates. Modern retrospective analysis make use of said limited historical data and therefore, are somewhat limited by the original (poor) characterization. Exposure characterization during a recreation is not necessarily the same as the event, no matter how much it seeks to be; not least given the variability in work places, etc. and therefore has its own inherent limitations. Perhaps the most reliable would be modern workplace analysis of premises currently working with chrysotile-containing brake pads such as seen in Columbia and Iran. However, even these are associated with their own issues such as possible changes in work practices, use of more modern tools, etc.

Considering recent workplace analysis first, a study by Cely-Garcia et al. (2012) monitored the personal exposures of workers conducting brake repair and maintenance within brake repair shops (BRSs) in Bogotá, Colombia. The authors used a combination of personal and area samples to determine release/exposure and in particular, compliance with occupational exposure limits for asbestos. The study used a combination of the NIOSH Method 7400 which employs phase contrast microscopy (PCM) to detect fibers and NIOSH Method 7402 which uses TEM. While the use of TEM does allow the identification of fiber type owing to diffraction properties and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, counting rules limit counts to those particulates with diameter greater than 0.25 μm that meet the definition of a fiber (aspect ratio 3:1, longer than 5 μm) (NIOSH 1994). The following of such counting rules may underestimate exposure by...
discounting those fibers above the crucial 5 μm in length, yet are less than 0.25 μm in diameter. Fibers below 0.25 μm in diameter are fully respirable and therefore can present a tissue dose. However, the authors presented both the TEM counts and the phase contrast microscopy equivalent (PCME), i.e. following diameter conventions. The authors found that in 11 personal 8-h time-weighted average (TWA) measurements across three BRS, eight of the 11 samples when analyzed by TEM had optically equivalent fiber levels above 0.1 f cm$^{-3}$. The difference in method is highlighted by the fact that PCMC analysis of the same samples showed no such breaches of the 0.1 f cm$^{-3}$ limit although five of the 11 samples were not counted due to particulate overloading of the filter (Cely-Garcia et al. 2012). This disparity was even more apparent when looking at concentrations measured during short term activities using both NIOSH methods 7400 and 7402. Over a 31-min sampling period in which a worker cut and ground chrysotile – containing brake pads, unriveted old brake linings and ground used brake pads from a different set of used brake pads, fiber concentration by TEM was 6.088 f cm$^{-3}$ while PCME was 0.092 f cm$^{-3}$. A later study, by the same authors in two transmission repair shops, again in Colombia found that on at least one of the 3–5 days sampling was conducted, all three riveters monitored showed exposures in exceedance of the OSHA PEL and Colombian permissible limit value. Furthermore, in relation to short term (30 min) exposures 4.3% exceeded the US OSHA exposure limit of 1 f cm$^{-3}$ (Salazar et al. 2015). These results indicate that while exposures are typically below exposure limits, they were at times breached even during such a short sampling period indicating possible unsafe work practices.

A further small study, again by the same author looked at “asbestos” exposure in Columbian BRSs, this time considering heavy vehicles in two BRS, across 10 workers. They found 8-h TWA personal exposures ranged from 0.003 to 0.157 f cm$^{-3}$. Interestingly, they also found that three of the examined workers upon chest X-ray, showed evidence of pleural plaques (PP) which, while not pre-malignant or an independent risk factor for MM (Maxim et al. 2015), PP can indicate previous asbestos exposure (Cely-Garcia et al. 2015). The authors of both studies noted the small sample size of each study as an area of weakness and also that the level of chrysotile-containing brake manipulation in high income countries was not routine as noted in Bogotá. However, the studies do show exposure to chrysotile fibers through the grinding and riveting of asbestos containing brake pads as well as dry brushing of associated dust can occur and at levels that can exceed prescribed limits.

Considering reevaluations of historical data, a 2007 study by Finley et al. (2007) reviewed “asbestos” exposures in brake workers between 1950 and 2000 to determine cumulative “asbestos” exposures in f/cm$^3$ based on job tenure (years) and 8-h TWA airborne fiber concentrations (f/cm$^3$). The data used came from US studies using PCM following the NIOSH methodology to determine fiber exposures in personal sampling. The study is interesting as the wide date range allows the consideration of the impact of dust-controlled measures as 42 of the samples collected in the 1970s was from BRS not employing dust control measures while 42 collected in the 1980s did. The cumulative exposure was compared to a theoretical lifetime cumulative fiber dose of 4.5 f/cm$^3$/year which was based on 45 years exposure at the OSHA Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL) of 0.1 f/cm$^3$.

The analysis showed that mechanics in the 1970s undertaking high levels of brake repair (minimum eight jobs per week) received a greater chrysotile exposure than those with low levels of brake repair (maximum four jobs per week). These exposure levels were at least 10 times higher than levels in the 1980s after dust control measures were introduced (2.63–2.79 f/cm$^3$ year in the 1970s as compared to 0.06–0.09 f/cm$^3$ year in 1980s). Yet even at the highest modeled levels, brake repair workers experienced a cumulative lifetime exposure of below 3 f/cm$^3$ year, which is significantly lower than the cumulative lifetime exposure at the OSHA PEL. It should also be noted that the theoretical cumulative lifetime exposure presented above is based upon the current OSHA PEL of 0.1 f/cm$^3$ whereas the limit between 1976 and 1985 was 2 f/cm$^3$ (90 f/cm$^3$ year) or the lower limit of 0.2 f/cm$^3$ between 1986 and 1994 (9 f/cm$^3$ year). Such low levels are also in agreement with the findings of Paustenbach et al. (2003) in their review of data from nearly 200 brake jobs which showed estimated and measured 8-h TWAs of between <0.002 and 0.68 f/cm$^3$, with a mean of 0.04 f/cm$^3$ for mechanics servicing automobiles and light trucks. Higher levels were found for mechanics servicing heavy trucks and buses (range <0.002–1.75 f/cm$^3$, mean of 0.2 f/cm$^3$) which is somewhat higher than the average 8-h TWA of 0.009 f/cm$^3$ for mechanics during brake removal from heavy vehicles as determined by Madl et al. (2009). Both averages are below current occupational exposure limits.

These levels determined by the Finely, Paustenbach, and Madl studies were lower than those found within European studies where mean cumulative exposures were 0.54, 2.2, and 2.6 f/cm$^3$ year (Rodelsperger et al. 1986; Gustavsson et al. 1990; Plato et al. 1995) but with upper ranges as high as 13 f/cm$^3$ year in bus garage workers (Gustavsson et al. 1990). Even within this latter study of bus garage workers, analysis of lung cancer risk showed increasing risk with increasing cumulative exposure to diesel exhaust, but not with cumulative “asbestos” exposure (Gustavsson et al. 1990), nor did the later study by Plato et al. (1995) show significant alteration of lung function.

In recreating historical activities with chrysotile containing brake pads, Mowat et al. (2005) determined airborne exposure to chrysotile during the sawing, sanding, drilling, and clean-up of dust from asbestos containing phenolic (Bakelite) molding material. They found chrysotile in 25 of the 40 personal samples collected although estimated 8-h TWAs ranging from 0.006 to 0.08 f/cm$^3$ based on undertaking these activities for 0.5–2 h per day (reasonable given the varied work activities of a mechanic).

An interesting study design sought to reconstruct an exposure scenario for asbestos containing brake pad maintenance to assess possible “asbestos” fiber exposure (Blake et al. 2003). Rather than simply machining chrysotile-containing brake pads, the authors instead used a far more elaborate reconstruction whereby four identical passenger vehicles from the 1960s were fitted with chrysotile-containing brake
pads. The vehicles were then driven over a distance of \(\sim 2253 \text{ km} \) before being brought into a repair facility and the brakes replaced with new chrysotile-containing brake pads using tools, methods and working conditions common to the 1960s. A range of different activities were assessed for the release of asbestos fibers and analysis by PCM and TEM (NIOSH Method 7400 and 7402, respectively) showed only chrysotile asbestos was released.

To the most part, chrysotile was the only asbestos fiber noted in the analysis of air samples taken during brake repair and servicing. However, a study addressing potential “asbestos” exposure in mechanics in Iran replacing chrysotile-containing brake pads in 2008 found that while the majority of fibers detected were chrysotile (\(\sim 70\%\)), tremolite and actinolite fibers were also detected (Kakooei et al. 2011). The reason for the detection of amphiboles in this study yet not others may be due to several factors. The first is whether or not the imported chrysotile used within the production of these Iranian brake pads possessed a significant level of amphibole contamination and if this markedly differed from that of other brake pads. It is not clear if the imported chrysotile used within the manufacture of these brake shoes was the same as that used in the manufacture of chrysotile sheet cement, also within Iran. However, an exposure study in an chrysotile asbestos cement manufacturing plant by some of the same authors found 44.1% of asbestos fibers detected within air samples were amphiboles (Panahi et al. 2011). The second factor is the potential impact of the detection method. As the authors note, OSHA specifies the use of PCM measurements for occupational exposure to “asbestos” fibers and so many studies employ the NIOSH 7400 and 7402 methods. However, these methods are limited to the detection of fibers greater than 0.25 \(\mu\)m in diameter and so thinner fibers may not be counted but are still biologically relevant. Kakooei et al. (2011) however employed PCM and SEM based on methods by the Asbestos International Association (AIA 1984) which allowed counting of much thinner fibers also.

In the 1976 study by Rohl et al. (1976), the concentration of chrysotile fibers during automobile brake service at franchised auto dealer garages, taxi fleet repair shops and a municipal truck repair shop in New York City. Across four samples taken during the blowing out of brake drum dust with compressed air concentrations ranged from 6.6 to 29.8 fibers/mL (mean 16.0) within a few feet of the operator. Even within a distance of 10–20 ft of the activity, mean fiber concentration was 2.6 fibers/mL. During light grinding of brake shoes, mean fiber concentrations were 4 fibers/mL while very high mean concentrations of 37 fibers/mL were found during beveling of truck brake shoes (Rohl et al. 1976).

Even just within this partial summary of exposures measured in various brake repair workshops, it is clearly evident that there is a high degree of variability both within and between studies. This is in itself unsurprising given the wide variety of factors that can affect exposures in an occupational environment. Differences in size and ventilation in the workshop, numbers of brake repairs undertaken, and individual work practices can all have profound effects on exposure even before study design and analysis methods are taken into consideration. As with any exposure characterization study, not least of the occupational environment, there is always the wish for more information, be that specific characterization of the particle properties, exposure scenario, duration, etc. Studies have become progressively more detailed which is important in linking exposure to disease yet historical data (as well as more modern studies) can be severely lacking.

Overall, there is evidence that in some studies there is evidence of exposures that exceed occupational exposure limits for chrysotile although the frequency and duration of such exceedance varies. In broader analysis of historical data as well as more recent recreations, estimated as well as measured 8-h TWAs also indicated that levels firmly below exposure limits. It is self-evident that where exposures are below limits, the risk of MM and other “asbestos” related diseases is minimal and where these limits are exceeded, the risks increase. The frequency, duration and degree to which limits are exceeded will have a significant impact on the relative risk of disease.

**Incidence of “asbestos”-associated disease in mechanics**

This review is primarily focused on MM, however it is useful to also consider the prevalence of other “asbestos”-associated diseases as this provides further background as to the impact of chrysotile exposure in this exposed population.

The published literature regarding “asbestos”-associated disease in vehicle mechanics consists of individual case studies and broader epidemiological studies. It is these larger studies that are most often considered the “gold standard” as they are able to look at the incidence within the worker population, thereby addressing the relative association between “asbestos” exposure in brake mechanics and MM. This is important as while MM is a very rare disease in the absence of “asbestos” exposure, there is a background incidence which is difficult to addressed in isolated case studies. This is not to say that case studies are in some way inferior, they simply serve different purposes to epidemiological studies and each have their own benefits and drawbacks. Case studies play a key role in identifying common factors such as key exposures and potential risk factors through more in-depth patient history. However, case studies may also suffer from observer bias whereby a focus is placed on presumed source exposure as a causal event rather than more broadly. Furthermore, and key to assessing the broader issue of excess risk of MM owing to chrysotile exposure from brake debris, is that a case study does not facilitate the testing of hypothesis related to elevated risk from a given exposure (i.e. they do not provide evidence of causation (Wong 2006)). Larger, epidemiological studies test the association between a risk factor (i.e. chrysotile exposure) and disease (MM), and as they seek to identify and correct for confounders (e.g. diesel exhaust exposure) and disease incidence in the wider population, they can more effectively show a causal link. This is why epidemiological studies can be particularly useful where the cause of a common disease (e.g. lung cancer) may be multi-factorial and relatively low risk. Case studies can be
and Wong et al. determined a relative risk of 0.90 (95% CI 0.66–1.23) for automobile mechanics. Similar conclusions have been established by Laden et al. (2004) and Goodman et al. (2004) although are not universally shared (Egilman and Billings 2005).

An updated summary of findings from studies addressing MM among automobile mechanics from Kelsh et al. (2007) is presented in Table 1. As noted elsewhere, this is not a comprehensive review of every analysis pertaining to MM in mechanics. It is primarily to demonstrate the apparent disparity between exposure to a known carcinogen yet lack of a clear link to excess disease risk in the exposed population. For a more detailed review, readers are directed to the original table by Kelsh et al. (2007) and Garabrant et al. (2016a).

Teschke (2016) makes an interesting point regarding the challenges of assessing exposure–response relationships in occupations with highly variable exposures. In relation to job titles, broad categories such as ‘garage workers’, ‘auto repair and related services’, and ‘auto mechanics’ can represent a very broad range of activities, many of which do not involve brake repair and as such would likely have chrysotile exposures similar to background. Even more specific categories are still subject to high degrees of exposure variability due to the multi-faceted nature of vehicle maintenance and repair (i.e., brake work likely comprises a sub-task of a mechanics role with frequency dependent on demand). As such, when examining the link between chrysotile exposure during brake repair and the development of disease, it is important to focus on those individuals with exposure rather than simply job categories. As noted by Teschke, use of an occupation–response approach in an occupation where exposure is highly varied may well lead to attenuation by subjects with background or low exposure levels (Teschke 2016). Such an approach would address the question of if mechanics as a broad occupational category are at excess risk of MM or other disease but may not adequately address if chrysotile exposure acquired during brake repair leads to increased risk of disease. Given this point, it is useful to not only consider larger studies, but also case studies.

One of the first case studies of MM in a brake worker to be reported was published in the Lancet by Langer and McCaughey (1982). It described the case of a 55-year-old man with 36 years of occupational history servicing automobiles and replacing brake linings with no other history of

### Table 1. Summary of study findings on relative risk of malignant mesothelioma amongst automobile mechanics. Adapted from Kelsh et al. (2007).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exposure</th>
<th>Study type</th>
<th>Relative risk estimate and 95% confidence interval</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auto mechanics</td>
<td>Cohort</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Jarvholm and Brismann (1988)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto mechanics</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Hansen (1989)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus garage workers</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Gustavsson et al. (1990)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garage</td>
<td>Case-control</td>
<td>0.91 (0.35–2.34)</td>
<td>McDonald and McDonald (1980)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto service/repair</td>
<td>0.65 (0.80–5.53)</td>
<td>Teta et al. (1983)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brake pad service/repair</td>
<td>1.0 (0.6–1.6)</td>
<td>Spirtas et al. (1985)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto mechanics</td>
<td>0.87 (0.43–1.70)</td>
<td>Woitowitz and Rodlesperger (1994)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto mechanics</td>
<td>0.8 (0.2–2.3)</td>
<td>Teschke et al. (1997)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto mechanics</td>
<td>0.62 (0.11–2.36)</td>
<td>Agudo et al. (2000)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto service/repair</td>
<td>0.8 (0.4–1.5)</td>
<td>Hansen and Meersohn (2003)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brake pad service/repair</td>
<td>1.04 (0.46–2.22)</td>
<td>Hessel et al. (2004)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brake pad service/repair</td>
<td>1.50 (0.36–6.45)</td>
<td>Welch et al. (2005)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto mechanics</td>
<td>1.0 (0.6–1.5)</td>
<td>Pan et al. (2005)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto mechanics</td>
<td>2.23 (0.53–9.35)</td>
<td>Musk et al. (2017)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto service/repair</td>
<td>Proportionate Incidence Ratio</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Olsen and Jensen (1987)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto mechanics</td>
<td>Proportionate Mortality Ratio</td>
<td>0.46 (0.24–0.80)</td>
<td>Coggon et al. (1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto mechanics</td>
<td>0.48 (0.37–0.62)</td>
<td>McEvenny et al. (2005)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Malignant mesothelioma**

Taken on balance, epidemiological studies, for the most part, do not support an excess risk of MM in auto mechanics. Further, meta-analysis studies of the available data have similarly endorsed a lack of causal relationship. One of the most recent analyses of relative risk estimates for MM in mechanics was published in 2016 by Garabrant et al. (2016a). This meta-analysis was based upon screening of the broader literature using a range of search terms intended at capturing information on MM incidence in mechanics more generally, as well as brake repair more specifically. This latter activity being more directly associated with occupational exposure to chrysotile although as noted by Teschke (2016) there may well be considerable variation in such exposures (see Garabrant et al. 2016b for response to Teschke). Of 996 records reviewed, 17 were determined suitable for a quantitative meta-analysis based on systematic review of study quality using published criteria. Summary relative risk estimates (SRREs) for all studies was 0.80 (95% CI: 0.61–1.05) leading them to conclude no statistically significant increases in MM among mechanics (Garabrant et al. 2016a). Such findings are in line with values determined by Wong (2001) of six studies (shown in Table 1). These studies represent ~1500 MM cases and Wong et al. determined a relative risk of 0.90 (95% CI 0.66–1.23) for automobile mechanics. Similar conclusions have been established by Laden et al. (2004) and Goodman...
occupational contact with “asbestos”; chrysotile or amphiboles. Analysis of digested lung tissue using electron microscopy showed the presence of mostly non-fibrous particulates but under high magnification ($\times 10,000$), chrysotile fibrils became apparent. Most were relatively short, however approximately 10% were longer than 10 $\mu$m demonstrating long fiber exposure. The lack of alternative exposures to such fibers, the long history of possible exposure and the tissue analysis of fiber burden coupled with no reported amphibole fibers in the examined lung tissue makes this a compelling case study. More recent published case studies relating to legal cases involving mechanics with MM also exist within the literature (Finkelstein 2015; Meisenkothen 2017).

While compelling case studies such as those described do exist, others are less so and reflect the challenges of occupational history and latency. A case study published Huncharek et al. (1989) described a nonsmoking 47-year-old who had worked as a mechanic for 11 years preceding his diagnosis with MM and described chrysotile exposure from clutch and brake repair work (Huncharek et al. 1989). The man had previously been employed at a young age as an aircraft mechanic and had various jobs in heavy equipment and automotive factories but his only recalled exposure to “asbestos” was as a brake mechanic. While the case study suggests a causal link between exposure as a brake mechanic and pleural MM, the relatively quick onset of MM given exposure much later in life casts possible doubt as to the causal link. Mesothelioma typically has a much longer latency period and a study by Lanphear and Buncher (1992) reviewed 21 articles comprising 1105 cases and established that of these, 99% had a latent period of more than 15 years with a median estimated latent period of 32 years from initial exposure. A more recent study of Italian cases estimated the latency period to be as high as 44.6 years (Marinaccio et al. 2007). While such an early onset would be considered atypical, it is not impossible but the presence of a history of likely earlier exposures (e.g., aircraft mechanic) which would correspond to a more typical latency period provides a more credible hypothesis.

**Pleural plaques**

Concerning PP, a European study investigated the impact of “asbestos” exposure in car mechanics across 925 car mechanics and 109 controls (Marcus et al. 1987). Within this population, 41 cases of PP were identified and none in the control population. A later study by Ameille et al. (2012) sought to address nonmalignant disease in automobile mechanics, specifically the frequency of pleural and peritoneal abnormalities. Using high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) imaging, they investigated a cohort of automobile mechanics with no other known source of “asbestos” exposure, referred for routine screening for “asbestos” – related diseases. Of the 103 participants, PP were noted in five cases (4.9%) including one case of asbestosis. Following further analysis to correct for confounders, the authors noted a significant correlation between occupational exposure to “asbestos” and PP. However, the low prevalence despite the use of a highly sensitive diagnostic tool suggests low cumulative exposure (Ameille et al. 2012). The most recent study addressing PP in automobile mechanics found that in a group of 10 mechanics working with chrysotile-containing brake pads in Bogotá, Colombia, three had evidence of PP (Cely-Garcia et al. 2015).

While limited in number, these studies do indicate that there is a low but definite prevalence of PP in mechanics working with chrysotile. As PP are often considered to be benign and mostly asymptomatic although there have been associations with reduced lung function parameters such as FEV and TLC (Clin et al. 2011). However, the clinical significance of this and causal relationship (as opposed to unidentified abnormalities or other factors) is debated (Kerper et al. 2015) and may mean the wider prevalence may not be detected. However, while PP is a clear marker of exposure, they are not pre-malignant, and association with MM is based on common exposure.

**Lung cancer**

Attributing lung cancer purely to “asbestos” exposure is difficult given the numerous risk factors for this disease, not least tobacco smoke exposure. Indeed, it has long been recognized that co-exposure tobacco smoke and asbestos fibers can have a significant effect on the risk of lung cancer (Vainio and Boffetta 1994; IARC 2012). Both tobacco smoke and “asbestos” fibers are complex carcinogens and the early events initiation through to the development of lung cancer is also highly complex. Such complexity is thought to be reflected in the observation that relationship between tobacco smoke and “asbestos” ranges from supramultiplicative to less than additive (Henderson et al. 2004). A central component of the mechanisms of such a synergistic effect is role of reactive oxygen species (ROS) which can be produced by both exposures, leading to oxidative stress/damage and persistent inflammation (Valavanidis et al. 2013). Co-exposure with cigarette smoke can also enhance retention of chrysotile and amosite in humans (Churg and Stevens 1995) as well as increase the fibrogenic effects of asbestos (Churg 2003).

While co-exposure to tobacco smoke and asbestos has a synergistic relationship in the development of lung cancer, there is no such relationship regarding mesothelioma (Henderson et al. 2004; Berman and Crump 2008b).

A critical review of epidemiologic studies of lung cancer by Laden et al. (2004) found no significant increase in the risk of lung cancer among male automobile mechanics occupationally exposed to “asbestos” from brake repair. Similarly, a study by Gustavsson et al. (1990) addressing bus garage workers showed no increased risk with cumulative “asbestos” exposure but did show increasing risk with cumulative exposure to diesel exhaust, a Group 2A carcinogen (IARC 2014).

**Lung fibrosis (asbestosis)**

There are limited studies on the prevalence of asbestosis in vehicle mechanics and given the relatively high exposures to “asbestos” associated with asbestosis, this is unsurprising given the nature of exposures in this occupational group. A study by Boilat and Lob (1973) looked at nine worksites in Vaud, Switzerland and fiber counts at three sites noted a
maximum of 13.8 f cm$^{-3}$. Through lung function and radiographic analysis of 39 workers, there were no definitive cases of asbestosis although results from two participants were considered uncertain. A much more recent study by Erdinc et al. (2003) looked at the respiratory health of 74 “asbestos” exposed automobile mechanics as well as 12 unexposed office workers in 1992 and then again seven years later. Changes were noted in 10 workers who were found to have peribronchial thickening attributed to smoking although there was an absence of radiographic asbestosis (Erdinc et al. 2003).

The lack of asbestosis cases associated with chrysotile exposure from brake repair is perhaps not surprising. As noted by Lemen (2004), with improvements in dust control measures the risk of developing asbestosis is “probably eliminated but the risks of cancer are not”. In summary, there are various case studies of MM in mechanics yet epidemiological studies, on the whole, do not support an excess risk in automobile mechanics. There appears to be more of an association between brake repair involving chrysotile-containing brake pads and PP, yet the studies are somewhat limited in number. There seems to be little evidence of asbestosis in mechanics exposed to chrysotile via brake work, and similarly, evidence for excess lung cancer risk associated with chrysotile exposure in this occupational group is limited. As noted above, there is clear evidence for exposure to chrysotile among mechanics working in brake repair, handling and machining chrysotile containing brake shoes yet there is little conclusive evidence of an excess risk of MM, the most specific and sensitive forms of asbestos-associated disease. It seems somewhat counter-intuitive that there can be repeated occupational exposure to chrysotile, a Class 1 carcinogen, at levels that can exceed exposure limits yet no increased risk of disease. Chrysotile is undoubtedly not an inconspicuous mineral fiber and rather than promulgate the contention that chrysotile is non-harmful, our focus is to consider if chrysotile released from brake shoes is modified in some way as to alter its toxicological profile a thereby account for this risk discrepancy.

**Toxicology of asbestos-containing brake debris**

There appears to be limited toxicological evidence surrounding chrysotile-containing brake debris with, to date, only a handful of experimental papers setting out to explore potential toxicity. One of the earliest studies carried out by Davis et al. addressed the biological effects of heated chrysotile and brake lining dust in a murine model of both intrapleural and intraperitoneal injection up to one year following exposure (Davis and Coniam 1973). The authors were able to show that the intrapleural response to chrysotile asbestos, which had been heated to a variety of temperatures up to and including 1000 °C, was one which was driven more by the altered physical shape of the particles and fibers, i.e. samples where the majority of particles where of low aspect ratio, than the actual change in dust chemistry. Interestingly, when a sample of brake lining dust was examined under electron microscopy, it was found to contain very little evidence of recognizable chrysotile. Furthermore, intrapleural injection of the same sample into mice produced few and little granulomas as well as minor fibrosis (Davis and Coniam 1973). More recently, work by Bernstein et al. (2015) set out to understand the biokinetics and potential toxicity in the lung and pleural space following inhalation of brake dust from chrysotile containing brake drums. In this study the authors’ exposed rats via inhalation (6 h/day for five days) to filtered air (control), brake dust derived from chrysotile containing brake pads, a mixture of pure chrysotile asbestos and brake dust or the amphibole asbestos, crocidolite (positive control). In animals taken out to one year after exposure, the authors reported that there was no statistically significant evidence of a pathological response noted at any of the measured time points following either brake dust or brake dust/chrysotile mix. In contrast, animals exposed to crocidolite showed inflammation of the lung and pleural cavity as well as a significant fibrotic response. The authors attributed this, in part, to the relatively biosoluble nature of the chrysotile fibers when compared to the more biopersistent crocidolite asbestos which persisted in the animals through the lifetime of the study (Bernstein et al. 2015). Although a well-designed and executed study, the work by Bernstein et al., perhaps lacks a control group of chrysotile alone exposed animals which would have helped to understand further and benchmark the nature of the in vivo response to chrysotile asbestos within a brake debris matrix.

**Biological effective dose**

When considering the toxicology of asbestos fibers or any particle type for that matter, it is essential to understand the idea of the biologically effective dose (BED). The most fundamental principle in toxicology is that the “dose makes the poison” and the concept of dose for particles can be thought of more accurately as what is driving the response. In conventional particle toxicology, the dose is defined by mass or concentration of particles per unit tissue or per number of cells or surface area of cells in cell culture (Donaldson et al. 2012). Mass is the way that particles are often measured in the workplace and the environment for risk management purposes, with the key exception of fibers that are counted by number. Povey (2008) define the BED as “the active dose of the agent of interest”. Also, that “the nearer the dose specified can be to the active dose of the real agent of interest (the BED), the more likely it is that an association may exist between an agent and a disease” (Povey 2008). More specifically, we have defined the BED in particle toxicology as “the entity within any mass dose of particles that drives a critical pathophysiological relevant form of toxicity in tissue, such as inflammation, genotoxicity or cellular proliferation” (Donaldson et al. 2012). If only a portion of the total mass dose is the BED, then the implication is that a quantity of the retained mass dose is not biologically effective. Toxic effects are subtle and complex and invariably depend on molecular effects at the cellular level that depend on the physicochemical properties of the particles. Therefore, mass is a surrogate for the critical dose and increasing mass increases the
delivery of the dose that drives the toxic effect. The BEDs of some of the best known pathogenic particles have been identified; for example, in the case of quartz it is the active surface area, and in the case of pathogenic fibers such as RCF and “asbestos”, it is the long, biopersistent fibers. It is notable that despite knowledge of the BED for some particles, they are still measured by mass since the variability in the BED between particle types and the difficulty in measuring the BED currently precludes it.

The role of physicochemical properties in particle toxicity: implications for brake debris

The two driving forces in the toxicity of particles and fibers are the physicochemical characteristics and the dose. The physicochemical characteristics define the nature of the biological interaction and relative “potency” while the dose largely defines the toxicity. A very small dose of a hazardous particle may not cause a relevant biological response, pathology or disease but a very large dose of even a low toxicity particulate can, conversely, lead to disease. It is for this reason that simply relying on name is somewhat unhelpful when trying to define potential hazard and subsequently, risk. This is because name often refers to bulk composition (e.g. TiO$_2$) rather than physicochemical characteristics (e.g. anatase TiO$_2$ fibers, 0.2 μm diameter, 22 μm long with a coating of Y and surface charge of X). The latter being far more informative in terms of hazard identification and risk analysis. In this respect, the term “asbestos” is unhelpful as it tells us very little about the fiber in question. It does not describe the diameter (important in determining aerodynamic diameter and hence, lung deposition), length (important in frustrating cell mediated clearance), nor composition (important in determining biodurability and possible reactivity). Even narrowing down to, for example, the term “amosite” tells us more but still not enough in terms of the possible toxicity of a material. For example in the study of Davis et al. (1986), a sample of raw amosite with a very high proportion of long fibers were injected into the peritoneal cavity of rats, a surrogate of the pleura cavity. Mesotheliomas were detected in 95% of animals with a mean induction period of approximately 500 days. However, grinding of the long fiber sample produced a sample that was largely the same in terms of composition yet almost all the fibers were <5 μm in length. Injection of same mass dose of the short fiber sample led to only one detected mesothelioma (4%) showing a marked difference in carcinogenicity. A similar differential was also noted after 12-month inhalation despite greater lung burden of the short fibers. The long fiber sample generated widespread pulmonary fibrosis yet no fibrosis after exposure to the short amosite sample. A later study by the same author, this time focusing on chrysotile showed that short fiber chrysotile generated six times less asbestosis despite three times greater lung burden than the long. During the post exposure period, the short fibers were cleared much more rapidly that the long (Davis and Jones 1988).

These, as well as more recent studies looking at nanofibers (discussed later) demonstrate the profound effect
modification of the physicochemical properties of fibers can have on their relative pathogenicity. Figure 1 summarizes what is often referred to as the fiber pathogenicity paradigm or the 3D’s of fiber toxicology namely dose-dimension-durability (Donaldson and Tran 2004; Greim et al. 2014).

The paradigm itself is robust as it reflects the key physicochemical differences between high toxicity (e.g. crocidolite) and low toxicity (e.g. biosoluble synthetic vitreous fibers (SVFs)) which impact on their relative toxicity. The importance of dose is, in itself, obvious but a key determinate in an alveolar dose is dimension. Diameter is the key factor here as together with density it is a major determinate of aerodynamic diameter and therefore, respirability (Jones 1993). In Figure 1, assuming both long and short fibers are equally respirable and deposit in the alveolar region, the short fibers (i.e. <5 μm) can be internalized and cleared by alveolar macrophages normally. Long fibers (i.e. >15 μm) however frustrate attempts at phagocytosis and hinder effective clearance (Schinwald et al. 2012a, 2012b). Therefore, short fibers provide much less of a problem for the lung as compared to long fibers and this is demonstrated in the studies of Davis et al. described above. While dimension (both diameter and length) are important factors, a further factor is durability. Fibers that a biosoluble such as certain SVF may be leached in the biological milieu of the lung leading to either congruent or incongruent dissolution. The ultimate outcome is these long fibers either dissolve away (hence no longer present a dose) or progressively fragment, joining the short fiber population which is cleared. This was demonstrated by Searl et al. (1999) whereby the short fiber numbers of the non-durable glass fiber MMVF10 increased over a 12 month period after intratracheal installation in rats. This indicated breakage of the long fibers adding to the population of short fibers. The combination of long length presenting a physical barrier to macrophage clearance from the lung and durability presenting a chemical barrier to clearance by dissolution combine to determine the biopersistence of a fiber. The greater the biopersistence, the greater the dose (owing to accumulation) and the greater the pathogenic effect (discussed later).

The following sections discuss the relative impact of various physicochemical characteristics on particle/fiber toxicity and their implication for chrysotile within brake debris.

Fiber length

It is worth considering that the toxicity of a particulate toward the mesothelium does not simply rely upon surface reactivity but also on retention. A simple demonstration of the importance of retention on eliciting a localized response within the pleural space was shown by Murphy et al. (2011). Using a direct injection approach to deliver a range of particulates to the pleural cavity of C57BL/6 mice, they assessed the acute response to a range of low and high toxicity particulates. These included a crystalline silica (Dörentruper quartz (DQ12)) known to be highly inflammogenic in the lungs and pathogenic in vitro (Clouter et al. 2001; Bruch et al. 2004; Peeters et al. 2014), coal dust and low toxicity polystyrene beads of 3 μm and 10 μm in diameter. All of the particles with the exception of 10 μm polystyrene beads were sufficiently small to exit the pleural cavity via pore-like stomata within the parietal pleura, a major clearance route to the mediastinal lymph nodes (Wang 1975, 1985; Sahu and Casciano 2009). Despite the inherent toxicity of DQ12, injection of 5 μg per mouse led to no significant increase in granulocyte number in the pleural lavage fluid (a marker of acute inflammation); a response replicated for coal dust and 3 μm beads. In contrast, the 10 μm beads caused a significant (p < 0.001 vs. vehicle control) increase in granulocytes indicating irritation of the mesothelium despite the fact that relative to crystalline silica, the polystyrene beads possess a benign surface. These results demonstrate clearly that irrespective of inherent surface related toxicity, only those particles retained may cause a mesothelial response. In addition, using dynamic SPEC/CT imaging, radiolabelled short carbon nanotubes were monitored from the point of injection for their regional distribution. Initially, a diffuse signal across and confined to the pleural cavity was seen yet within an hour began to accumulate in the cranial mediastinal lymph nodes where by 24 h, it was almost exclusively located (Murphy et al. 2011). The control [111In]DTPA label alone showed a different distribution with rapid translocation to the bladder within the first hour suggesting a specific route for particle clearance. What this and numerous other studies have shown is that retention in the pleural space is key for the elicitation of toxicity (Davis et al. 1986; Poland et al. 2008; Poland et al. 2012; Schinwald et al. 2012a, 2012b). Particles short enough to pass through the pleural stomata and enter into the underlying lymphatic system do not present a sustained dose at the mesothelial surface and are instead, cleared rapidly causing minimal effect. In contrast however, larger particulates (i.e. long fibers) that transit into the pleural space can be retained and accumulate with repeat exposure leading to a pathological response with possible progression to clinical disease (Donaldson et al. 2010).

The idea of the importance of physical parameters for fibers, i.e. length, diameter and composition was first described by Stanton and Wrench for materials such as “asbestos”, aluminum oxide and fibrous glass (Stanton and Wrench 1972). The authors demonstrated that for a range of “asbestos” samples, the production of MM required a significant number of those fibers to be greater than 10–20 μm in length. While this did seem to be the case for “asbestos” fibers, certain glass fibers which contained a large proportion of fibers longer than 10–20 μm seemed to produce a much smaller pathological response that would have been predicted given the number of long fibers within the samples. Interestingly, while not a major point of discussion, this observation was one of the first ideas of the role of biopersistence which nowadays is one of the fundamental concepts defining the fiber pathogenicity paradigm (Donaldson et al. 2010). More than a decade on from that publication, Stanton had accumulated considerably more data and was able to conclude that:

... The probability of pleural sarcoma (mesothelioma) correlated best with the number of fibers that measured 0.25 μm or less in diameter and more than 8 μm in length, but relatively high correlations were also noted with fibers in other size categories
having diameters up to 1.5 \( \mu \text{m} \) and lengths greater than 4 \( \mu \text{m} \)… (Stanton et al. 1981)

A major hurdle facing research aimed at demonstrating a specific threshold length for fibers is the simple fact that naturally occurring fibers are by definition a heterogenous mix in terms of their length. The exception to this is one where intentionally milled fibers can all be short, but all long fiber samples may contain short material in addition to longer fibers of varying lengths. Thankfully, with advances in nanotechnology and in particular, materials science, it is now possible to produce materials with discrete length distributions which therefore offers the possibility for the accurate determination of the threshold length for pleural retention/reactivity. Work by Schinwald et al. utilized just such an approach with a range of nanofibers of varying composition (silver, carbon, and nickel) and discreet lengths (Schinwald et al. 2012a, 2012b). The different fiber samples were directly applied to the pleural space followed by sampling of the pleural space for evidence of acute pathogenic effects. A very clear threshold for fibers \( \geq 5 \mu \text{m} \) in length inducing pleural inflammation was noted whereas none of the shorter fibers (\( \leq 4 \mu \text{m} \)) produced an inflammatory response despite considerably different chemical composition. Above the length threshold the response flattened off which may be a consequence of long fibers aggregating in the restrictions of the pleural space. This was the first study showing a quantitative association between fiber length and pleural inflammation using fibers of different kinds in tightly defined length classes. The identified threshold length of 5 \( \mu \text{m} \) provides persuasive toxicological confirmation of a hypothetical length threshold that had evolved over the previous half century and so represents an important step forward.

While these studies showed selective retention of longer fibers in the pleural space with subsequent inflammation displaying a clear length cutoff, these were acute effects and such a response is not MM. However, more recent studies in rodents have shown that carbon nanotubes can cause MM after direct application to the mesothelial surface and thus far the scientific data largely support the contention of size related generation of MM. An early 2-year carcinogenicity bioassay (direct injection into the peritoneal space as a surrogate for the pleural space) showed no evidence of MM yet the carbon nanotubes used were very short (\(<1 \mu \text{m}\)) yet based on the length threshold hypothesis, no MM would be expected (Muller J et al. 2009). More recently a large study by Rittinghausen et al. found that pleural exposure to four different carbon nanotube samples, all of which possessed a mean length greater than 5 \( \mu \text{m} \), led to 70–98% induction of MM (Rittinghausen et al. 2014).

**Biopersistence**

Biopersistence of a material relates to its ability to withstand removal from the biological environment. The biopersistence of a particle or fiber is dictated as a combination of chemical dissolution in the biological milieu (i.e. biodurability) and physical clearance such as by alveolar macrophages in the lung. The length component in resisting physical removal from the lung has been addressed in depth in the preceding section and therefore the focus here is on impact of dissolution on fiber biopersistence.

While “asbestos” is often referred to collectively, the composition of the differing forms of “asbestos” differ greatly and this is most apparent when comparing serpentine (chrysotile) and amphibole forms. Amphibole fibers such as amosite, crocidolite, and tremolite are able to persist in the body with little change for decades, facilitating not only dose accumulation with repeated exposures but also chronic interaction with the biological environment. In contrast, chrysotile has been shown in various studies to be less biopersistent in the lung although the specific half-life (WT\(_{1/2}\)) of fibers \( >20 \mu \text{m} \) (i.e. those resistant to physical clearance) varies by study and source of chrysotile. At the most rapidly clearing end of the spectrum is Calidria chrysotile which, after inhalation exposure in rodents was shown to have a WT\(_{1/2}\) for fibers \( >20 \mu \text{m} \) of only 7 h (Bernstein et al. 2005). This exceptionally rapid removal of long fibers is likely to reflect the structure of the long Calidria chrysotile fibers rather than chrysotile more generally. This is because the Calidria chrysotile fibers were found to be largely composed of multiple shorter fibrils (Bernstein et al. 2005) which, in the biological environment may have rapidly dissociated leading to a rapid decrease in long fiber dose. Longer chrysotile WT\(_{1/2}\) for fibers \( >20 \mu \text{m} \) have been determined for “Brazilian chrysotile” – 1.3 days (Bernstein et al. 2004) and “Canadian chrysotile” – 11.4 days (Bernstein et al. 2005). Longer WT\(_{1/2}\) for a different Canadian chrysotile fiber samples \( >14 \mu \text{m} \) have been determined by Searl (1997) – 47.6 days, while Coin et al. found an even longer WT\(_{1/2}\) (>16 \( \mu \text{m} \)) of 116 days for a separate Canadian chrysotile sample (Coin et al. 1992). This variation in biopersistence half-life of chrysotile is unsurprising for a variety of reasons, not least differences in experimental design and analysis owing to lack of an applied standard approach within earlier studies. A strength of the later Bernstein studies is that they employ a standardized test method (Bernstein and Riego-Sintes 1999) used for determining the half-life of mineral fibers used within EU regulation (Regulation (EC) no. 1272/2008). The use of standardized approaches across different studies (and study authors) would be beneficial. A further reason for the variability, mostly notable demonstrated by the difference between the WT\(_{1/2}\) of Calidria and other sources of chrysotile, is differences in composition and structure. Biopersistence is a function of size and composition and chrysotile from different sources differ in their physicochemical properties to varying degrees and as such, would be expected to differ in relative biopersistence.

The process of dissolution and clearance of chrysotile from the lung is summarized in Figure 2 and described by Gualtieri et al. (2018) as being a two-step process although it may be more holistically described as a three-step process. The first step could be considered as being the longitudinal splitting of chrysotile fibers due to the breakage of weak bonds holding the chrysotile fibrils together. This leads to an initial increase in the long fiber number in the lung, a phenomenon that has been observed in several in vivo studies (Bellmann et al. 1986; Roggli et al. 1987; Coin et al. 1992,
The second step is the rapid dissolution of magnesium from the chrysotile fibrils which derives from brucitic layer $[\text{Mg(OH)}_2]$ which alternates between the silicate layers (Fubini 1997) within the fibers as shown in Figure 2. This layer is known to be susceptible to leaching especially in acidic conditions (Virta 2002) such as that of a cell phagolysosome. in vivo radioisotope studies in rats have shown that as much as 35% of the structural magnesium of chrysotile can leached from the fiber within 1 month. Further analysis showed that the surface magnesium which accounted for ~7% of the test sample dissolved within the first few days after administration (Morgan et al. 1971). After leaching of magnesium, a weakened fibrous metastable silicate pseudomorph (Gualtieri et al. 2018) is left which is subject to further dissolution (step 3) at a slower rate than that of the brucitic layer and transverse fragmentation. As described by Gualtieri et al. (2018), the lifetime of the chrysotile fiber is controlled by the dissolution rate of the silica layer which persists beyond that of the brucitic layer in the form of a pseudomorph.

As noted by Coin et al. (1994), the transverse breakage of chrysotile leading to shortening of long fibers is described in numerous studies has been shown to generate an increase in the short fiber population (Searl 1997). A longer term study by Kimizuka et al. (1987) found that initially the short fiber population diminished from 38% to 13% (indicating clearance) but by 2 years post exposure had increased to 56%, likely due to fragmentation of long fibers.

This chemical dissolution of magnesium resulting in fragmentation leads to the formation of short fibers which can be more readily cleared, either through the activity of alveolar macrophages (Schinwald et al. 2012a, 2012b) or passing through the pleural stomata toward the mediastinal lymph nodes (Murphy et al. 2011). This clearance means that as compared to more chemically durable fibers (e.g. tremolite), long chrysotile fibers are overall less biopersistent. The overall effect of low biopersistence is the progressive removal of dose from the lungs with time while more durable fibers are retained and accumulate. This is demonstrated by Gilham et al. (2016) who undertook a population-based study of pleural MM patients with occupational histories and measured asbestos lung burdens in occupationally exposed workers and in the general population. They found that of the fibers detected in lung tissue, 75% were amosite, 18% were crocidolite while chrysotile only accounted for 1.9% of the fibers detected. This phenomenon is well known, with chrysotile fibers representing disproportionately small amounts compared to amphiboles despite chrysotile being the main exposure (Churg and Wright 1994). One argument against such an observation is that studies such as that by Gilham often count only those fibers with an aspect ratio of $>3:1$ and length $>5 \mu\text{m}$. However, studies counting all

---

**Figure 2.** Diagram of the chemical structure of chrysotile and leaching mechanisms leading to dissolution and fragmentation. (I) Deposition of chrysotile fibers in the lung environment. (II) Longitudinal splitting of the fiber into thinner fibrils. (III) Leaching of magnesium from the brucitic layer resulting in the formation of a weakened metastable pseudomorph formed of the remaining silica structure. (IV) Transverse breakage of the weakened silica structure into short fragments.
asbestos fibers show that short chrysotile asbestos fibers do predominate in the lung and pleural tissue of MM patients (Suzuki et al. 2005). This is unsurprising given that the principal exposure of such workers is to chrysotile fibers of varying lengths, the low biodurability of chrysotile leads to fragmentation in vivo (thereby contributing to the short fiber population) and shorter, thinner fibers, or compact particles will likely translocate more easily than longer, thicker fibers. Indeed, it has been suggested that in terms of fiber translocation to the parietal pleura, the critical dimensions were a diameter of \(<0.4\mu m\) and a length \(<10\mu m\) (Lentz et al. 2003). The presence of large numbers of short chrysotile fibers in asbestos workers is therefore a definite marker of exposure but does not necessarily translate to a causal relationship. The conclusion presented Suzuki et al. (2005) is that because short, thin, asbestos fibers were the predominant fiber type detected, they must contribute to the causation of MM. This is a rather rudimentary argument assigning simple primary exposure (dose) as the causal factor in development of MM. Indeed, in other exposures such as carbon particles derived from air pollution, there is a pleural dose in the form of MM. Indeed, in other exposures such as carbon particles derived from air pollution, there is a pleural dose in the form of “black-spots” (Mitchev et al. 2002). The formation of such black spots closely correlates to lymphatic channels (i.e. routes of egress from the pleural cavity) and are caused by incorporation of foreign particles leading to mild fibrosis and an inflammation (Muller et al. 2002). Furthermore, respiratory exposure to crystalline silica, a Class 1 carcinogen (IARC 1997), can also result in pleural dose leading to diffuse pleural fibrosis and thickening (Ferrer et al. 1994, 2008). However, despite these particles being a primary exposure and in the example of quartz is carcinogenic in the lung, they do not cause MM. Given the effect of chronic exposure to particles on the pleural mesothelium (inflammation, fibrosis, and thickening), it is highly likely that chronic exposure to short chrysotile would cause a similar reaction possibly leading to PP. Yet to equate primary dose to the causation of MM is a significant leap, not least as amphibole lung burdens account very well for MM incidence (Rodelsperger et al. 1999; Gilham et al. 2016).

Considering fiber biopersistence more generally, it is clear that biopersistence does play an important role as the pathogenicity of fibers and has been clearly demonstrated across a wide range of studies. As summarized by Hesterberg et al. (2012) respiratory exposure to higher durability fibers such as refractory ceramic fibers and crocidolite asbestos lead to fibrosis and tumor formation in rodent models while low durability stone wool fibers such as MMVF 34 do not. The importance of fiber biopersistence in dictating carcinogenic potential is underscored by the regulatory evaluation of man-made vitreous fibers (MMVF5s) within the EU. MMVF with an alkaline oxide and alkali earth oxide content greater than 18% by weight (EC 2008) are classified under regulation (EC) no. 1272/2008 as a category 2 carcinogenic. However within Note Q of the regulation, MMVF can be exonerated of the classification as possibly carcinogenic based on suitable experimental evidence indicating a lack of biopersistence and/or carcinogenicity (EC 2008). The experimental evidence of biopersistence in this case comes from inhalation or installation exposure of rats to fibers longer than 20 \(\mu m\) (thereby focusing on dissolution rather than cell mediated clearance) demonstrating a weighted half-life less than 10 days (inhalation) or 40 days (installation) (Bernstein and Riego-Sintes 1999). Here, the level of biopersistence of a fiber (meeting the 18% rule) is directly linked to its hazard status and labeling as carcinogenic.

In vivo biopersistence studies of various different fibers have shown the wide range of lung clearance half times for fibers longer than 20 \(\mu m\). As summarized by Mossman B et al. (2011), the nontoxic biosoluble fibers MMVF34 and X607 have a rapid \(T\frac{1}{2}\) as of little as 6 and 9.8 days, respectively (Bernstein et al. 1996; Hesterberg, Hart, et al. 1998b). This contrasts greatly to the far more durable and pathogenic amphibole asbestos which have a \(T\frac{1}{2}\) of 418 and 536 days, respectively (Bernstein et al. 1996; Hesterberg, Chase, et al. 1998).

It should be noted that biopersistence is not the sole arbiter of particulate toxicity and there are numerous examples of low aspect ratio soluble particles that cause disease. It is simply that biopersistent particles present a longer-term dose that, due to slow clearance, can accumulate more readily. Also, the target tissues may also be different including associated disease. It is well established that while a wide range of particulates, differing in size, shape, and durability can induce effects such as inflammation, fibrosis, and tumor formation in the lung (as well as effects distal to the route of entry such as cardiovascular effects), MM is limited to a select few fibers.

**Fiber heat modification**

During braking, the kinetic energy of the vehicle is converted into heat energy through the friction generated by the brake pads being applied to the drum (Belhocine and Bouchetara 2012). Similarly, the act of grinding or drilling brake pads can also cause substantial heat. The purpose of asbestos in brake pad composition was to make use of the very high stability of asbestos against mechanical, thermal, and chemical loads (Ostermeyer and Müller 2008). However, chrysotile asbestos is not impervious to heat and exposure, even for brief periods to high temperatures can alter the structure of chrysotile fibers. This effect of heat on chrysotile asbestos is described within various studies and articles reaching back to the early twentieth century (Davis and Coniam 1973; Valentine et al. 1983) but continues to be a topic of interest, including the use of heat treatment as a recycling strategy for chrysotile-containing materials (Gualtieri and Tartaglia 2000; Yoshikawa et al. 2015).

The effect of high temperatures on chrysotile can be profound, and with increasing heat, chrysotile may undergo thermal decomposition due to the dehydroxylation of the chrysotile fibrils. Specifically, with increasing temperature, chemically bound water within the chrysotile structure is driven off which can lead to an endothermic mass loss between 600 °C and 800 °C (Zaremba et al. 2010). According to Langer (2003), this dehydroxylation can begin at temperatures as low as 150 °C with ~2.5% of the structural water being lost between 150 °C and 500 °C (Hodgson 1979). Further water is driven off between 500 °C and 800 °C.
1. After heating the raw material up to 600 °C (Langer 2003). This results, not only in changes in hydration levels but also significant structural and textual alterations. The process is well described by Zaremba et al. (2010) who note that the dehydroxylation of the octahedrally coordinated hydroxyl groups of chrysotile (Mg3Si2O5(OH)4) lead to a complete breakdown of the mineral structure and the formation of an amorphous mixture of silica and magnesia known as “serpentine anhydride” (Zaremba et al. 2010). This amorphous structure is the primary product of the dehydroxylation (Trittschack and Grobetsy 2013), is unstable (Cattaneo et al. 2003), re-crystallization occurs leading to the formation of forsterite (Mg2SiO4) and, with further heating, enstatite (Mg2SiO3) (Koshi et al. 1969) in the following process:

\[
\text{Mg}_3\text{Si}_2\text{O}_5(\text{OH})_4 \rightarrow \text{Mg}_2\text{Si}_2\text{O}_7 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \\
\text{Mg}_2\text{Si}_2\text{O}_7 \rightarrow \text{Mg}_2\text{SiO}_4 + \text{Mg}_2\text{SiO}_3
\]

Experimental analysis by Zaremba et al. (2010) of this process using X-ray diffraction (XRD) show an interesting progression through the states from chrysotile to the mineral forsterite as summarized as follows:

1. After heating the raw material up to 600 °C for 3 h, the intensity of the peaks at 7.3 Å and 3.64 Å is slightly decreased and new weak peaks at \(d=2.77\) Å, 2.51 Å, 2.46 Å, and 1.75 Å appear due to formation of forsterite as a new crystalline phase;
2. When the sample is heated up to 650 °C, the peaks at 7.3 Å and 3.64 Å disappear indicating the destruction of chrysotile;
3. After heating of the sample up to 725 °C, the strong peaks of forsterite appear.

When considering the effects of heat on chrysotile fibers, the transformation of chrysotile starts on the wall edges at approximately 450 °C and propagates to the inner walls of the fiber where the layers begin to dehydroxylate only above 600 °C (Trittschack and Grobetsy 2013). This means that the full structural reorganization and re-crystallization may only occur once both the chrysotile wall edges and inner layers have undergone dehydroxylation yet heat alteration would begin first at the fiber wall edge and penetrate with time. This may result in partially modified chrysotile fibers where temperature/heating time is insufficient to allow full penetration of the fiber.

The importance of heat modification of chrysotile stems from the changes to the toxicological profile of the heated chrysotile. A study by Valentine et al. (1983) examined the impact of heating on chrysotile toxicity toward cultured human fibroblasts and bovine alveolar macrophages. They found that heating of Canadian chrysotile to either 200 °C or 400 °C led to ~40% increase in macrophage viability as compared with unheated chrysotile. Also, the authors also showed that with increasing temperature (70 °C, 200 °C, or 400 °C) there was a reduced growth inhibition in fibroblast cultures. The reason behind the modified toxicity was thought to be due to the observation of temperature-dependent luminescence of heated asbestos fibers. This thermoluminescence is believed to be caused by the thermally induced release of electrons trapped within asbestos lattice imperfections leading to a modification of surface charge and hence, modified membrane interactions and lower molecular adsorption. It is interesting to note that the authors also found that irradiation of heated asbestos regenerated the thermoluminescent pattern of thermally discharged asbestos minerals and that such irradiation resulted in reactivation of asbestos cytotoxicity (Valentine et al. 1983). Studies using IR spectroscopy point toward modification of external hydroxyl group population on the surface of chrysotile fibers while heat treatment followed by irradiation may re-populate this functional group (Fisher et al. 1987).

An additional impact of heat on chrysotile is an alteration of their biodurability and hence, biopersistence. Using an acellular in vitro biodurability approach with simulated lung fluids at pH 4.5, Guatieri et al. (2012) demonstrated that chrysotile heated to 1200 °C had a much lower dissolution time compared to unheated chrysotile (20 days vs. 298 days). The lower biodurability would be expected to result in a lower biopersistence through a combination of increased dissolution rate and decreased length due to loss of asbestiform habit and changed chemical composition leading to reduced strength and fragmentation (Giantomassi et al. 2010).

While the somewhat limited in vitro studies examining the toxicity of heated chrysotile show a marked reduction in toxicity, likely due to modification of surface properties, in vivo studies have proved somewhat equivocal. This may, in part, be due to the different transitional states with increasing temperature. Heating of chrysotile has been shown to cause an increase in the fibrogenic activity after lung instillation with increased activity noted between 150 °C and 800 °C as compared to unheated chrysotile but with most prominent effects seen after heating at 600 °C (Wozniak et al. 1991). With increasing temperature to 1200 °C, there was no increased toxicity over untreated chrysotile. This change in response to rising temperatures may account for the apparent disparity with a later study by Takata et al. (2009). Here the authors examined if the pulmonary response to forsterite differed to that of unheated chrysotile. Using a high intratracheal dose of 1mg, rats were exposed to both fiber types and the response examined 3–7 days post exposure. Chrysotile caused a significant inflammatory response with high concentrations of the oxidative DNA adduct 8-hydroxy-29-deoxyguanosine (8-OHdG) within granulomas as well as bronchiolar and alveolar epithelial cells (Takata et al. 2009).

Treatment with forsterite led to a much more muted inflammatory response, no progressive fibrosing lesions and weak, transient 8-OHdG expression indicating significantly less oxidative DNA damage. It is worth noting that the forsterite sample contained far fewer fibers than the chrysotile sample (50% vs. 96% of the total particulates, respectively). This muted response seems to contradict that observed by Wozniak, yet in the Takata study, the fibers were heated to 1000 °C to generate the forsterite sample. It may well be the case that if a lower temperature was used in the Takata study (i.e. not resulting in the formation of forsterite), that a reduction in toxicity may not have been observed.
A key variable in the potential modification of toxicity resulting from heating is temperature achieved (and duration) at the brake pad surface during grinding and if these are commensurate with those required for thermal degradation of chrysotile. Considering the regular use and wear of brake pads, a desirable level of thermal tolerance needed of a chrysotile replacement for brake pads as described by Paustenbach et al. (2004) in their review of asbestos in brake linings was 500°C. This temperature is at the borderline of where heat alterations of chrysotile may begin to occur. This thermal tolerance is in line with modern assessments of disc/pad interface temperatures in friction braking as described by Qi and Day (2007). Here, the authors investigated the factors affecting the interface temperature, including the number of braking applications, sliding speed, braking load and type of friction material and results showed temperatures below 500°C although this may not represent the brake temperatures noted in vehicles of the 1960s/70s. In a review by Langer (2003), the author reported that pads could be subjected to extreme thermal and shear stress leading to “normal” service temperatures of up to 650°C but also “hot spots” with temperatures well reaching as high as 1000°C. However, the operational temperature of brake pads is likely to be very much dependent on the nature of braking with longer durations or braking in rapid succession likely to lead to a higher build-up of heat than short, infrequent braking. Similarly, the load may have a bearing with the temperatures achieved during heavy vehicle breaking being higher than those of lighter vehicles. While this provides insight into possible heat modification of fibers in brake dust to which mechanics can be exposed during changing of old brake pads (e.g. due to the blow-out of old dust), it tells us little of the temperatures achieved during grinding (i.e. modification of new brake pads). While the action of grinding the face of brake pads will naturally lead to the generation of heat, the temperature ranges typically achieved during grindings have not been established.

It is clear that heating of chrysotile will undoubtedly occur during the production of brake pads but also during the machining during fitting and most notably, during operation. Heating does affect the toxicological properties of chrysotile, likely due to alterations of the surface properties at lower temperatures and destruction of chrysotile at high temperatures (>1000°C). However, the level and duration of heating during grinding and use wear is likely to be highly variable and be very much operator (mechanic or driver) dependent.

**Fiber/matrix interactions**

Brake pads are a complex mix of binders, fibers, fillers, frictional additives, and abrasives (Grigoratos and Martini 2015). In their production, the particulate components are bound together with a resin, compressed and cured to form a solid brake pad. As such, it is feasible that the resin (with or without other bound particulates) may adhere to chrysotile fragments and fibers even after their release through grinding. Such surface binding was noted by Weir and Meraz (2001) who described the presence of adhered resin matrix as particulate fragments bound to parts of a fiber, but there is also the possibility of a surface coating.

When considering the impact of matrix binding on the toxicity of chrysotile derived from brake pads, the first aspect of consideration is the effect on lung deposition and internal dose. The somewhat peculiar aerodynamic properties of a fiber allowing their efficient penetration of the lung despite long length (e.g. >20 μm) is well described within the literature (Lippmann 1990; Jones 1993). However, modification of fiber size, shape and density through binding of brake debris matrix may alter these aerodynamic properties. This may occur through changes in the particle/fiber-hybrid shape leading to altered drag, change in density of the overall structure (thereby increasing the aerodynamic diameter) but also alter the weight distribution of the structure with possible implications for interception in the airways. This hypothesis was discussed by Weir and Meraz who stated that fibers with resin attached would likely have aerodynamic properties considerably different from “clean” free fibers. The attachment or coating of a fiber would likely serve to increase its aerodynamic diameter (Dₐₑ), owing to increased density, size, and possible drag, meaning that deposition would occur more efficiently higher up the respiratory tract where particle clearance is more efficient (Asgharian et al. 2001). However, the degree to which this significantly affects the aerodynamic characteristics and depositional profile of bound fibers would be very much dependent on the level of matrix binding. As such, the effect of matrix binding on chrysotile Dₐₑ should be viewed as a continuum from little to no alteration to significant modification rendering a previously respirable fiber non-respirable. In terms of the former, this may be in the form of a very thin, even surface coating which does not alter the diameter, shape, or density significantly while in the case of the latter, this may be the presence of a large matrix particle as a component of the fiber.

**Surface reactivity**

The role played by the physicochemical properties of particulates and fibers in driving a pathogenic response has been well recognized since the early research days of particle toxicology. Among the physicochemical properties, those relating to the surface are of particular interest as it is the surface of particles and fibers which interact first hand with the surrounding target tissue and cells following deposition in the organism (Fubini 1997; Oberdorster and Graham 2018). The biological effects of different forms of the same material, such as silica, as well as chemically modified samples, can be related to the physiochemical properties. Quartz (crystalline silica) is known to have a highly reactive surface which plays an integral part in its toxicity (Donaldson and Borm 1998; Duffin et al. 2001). Treatment of the quartz surface with aluminum salts, such as aluminum lactate, has been shown to passivate the surface reactivity of the quartz particles. In doing so, treatment significantly reduces their ability to produce harmful free radicals including the induction of molecular signaling events leading to a proinflammatory response (Duffin et al. 2001, 2002). The differences in surface reactivity among specimens of minerals with the same chemical
composition and crystal structure, which determine their different pathogenic potentials, are modified by physicochemical processes taking place at the surface (Fubini 1997). Mild grinding can activate “asbestos” through the exposure of ferrous iron; however, prolonged grinding has been shown to profoundly modify and even inactivate chrysotile asbestos (Langer et al. 1978; Langer 2003). This would suggest that there is a correlation between the reactivity of the asbestos fiber and the potential toward an adverse health effect.

In relation to chrysotile in brake debris, coating of the chrysotile surface with insoluble, low toxicity cured resin could lead to passivation of the highly positive surface charge of the chrysotile as well as presenting a steric barrier between the chrysotile surface and biological environment. However, this hypothesis assumes that the resin matrix, complete with its particulate components (e.g. carbon black, iron, etc.), is in itself, a low toxicity material.

The importance of surface charge on particle toxicity has been demonstrated for various particulates (Cho et al. 2012) but has also been shown for chrysotile. To compare the relative potency charged versus discharged chrysotile, Davis et al. (1988) exposed rats via inhalation to UICC chrysotile A for 12 months. One group was treated with dust carrying the normal electrostatic charge while the other was exposed to dust discharged by exposure to ionizing radiation resulting in a reduction in surface charge. After exposure, the animals exposed to chrysotile still possessing its normal charge had significantly more fibers retained in their lungs than animals exposed to discharged dust with greater pulmonary fibrosis and tumor development as a result (Davis et al. 1988). This elegant study demonstrates the possible impact alteration in surface charge may have on fiber retention and pathogenicity and therefore coating with brake resin, could serve as a modifier in chrysotile toxicity.

While coating with resin may have a beneficial impact on toxicity by neutralizing surface charge, it may also form a source of increased reactivity depending on the physicochemical characteristics of the resin matrix. This is because the brake matrix is not solely composed of phenolic resin and instead is an amalgamation of various substances including transition metals. These particles are used as to improve the performance and wear characteristics of the brake pads but the presence of such transition metals may act a source of reactivity owing to the relatively low energy gap between different possible oxidation states which can result in oxidative stress and inflammation (Zhang et al. 2012). As described earlier, metal particles such as iron oxide are incorporated into brake pads and as such these are distributed throughout the resin matrix, forming a component of particles bound to chrysotile fibers. The impact of iron in mineral fiber toxicity is well described within the literature (Fubini and Mollo 1995; Hardy and Aust 1995b; Kamp and Weitzman 1999; Aust et al. 2011) and while crocidolite has the highest level of iron (~27%), chrysotile also contains iron (~3-6%) (IARC 2012). Redox-active iron, either as an intrinsic component of the fiber or as a bound “contaminant” can contribute to oxidative stress via the formation of superoxide (O$_2^•$), hydrogen peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$), and hydroxyl radical (•OH) (Turi et al. 2004). It is persistent oxidative stress, in part driven by iron-mediated ROS production, leading to chronic inflammation, DNA damage, and altered gene expression that is thought to contribute to the injurious effects of “asbestos” fibers (Kamp and Weitzman 1999; Benedetti et al. 2015). As such, the presence of higher levels of iron on the surface of chrysotile through contamination with iron containing resin matrix may logically result in increased redox-activity of the coated fiber. The impact of modified iron levels mineral fiber toxicity and the generation of MM have been shown across numerous studies employing various techniques to reduce iron such as via the use of chelators (Jiang et al. 2016) and even phlebotomy (Ohara et al. 2018). However, an elegant study by Gazzano et al. (2007) took a different approach. Here a modified synthetic chrysotile nanofiber, devoid of iron or any other contaminant to study the impact of increasing levels of iron. The fibers without iron did not generate oxidative stress, genotoxicity, or cytotoxicity, or cytotoxicity in vitro within a macrophage cell line. However, the same fibers loaded with 0.57% and 0.94% (w/w) iron were found to induce oxidative damage in the form of DNA strand breaks and lipoperoxidation. A later study by some of the same authors found that even the smallest iron contamination imparts radical reactivity to chrysotile (Turci et al. 2011) and so contamination with iron from resin matrix may well increase toxicity.

Despite this, the relative importance of higher levels of surface bound iron to the carcinogenicity of chrysotile fibers over time is uncertain as it is not only intrinsic iron that can contribute to persistent fiber reactivity and oxidative damage. It is well recognized that all forms of “asbestos” have the ability to bind endogenous iron such as ferritin from the biological environment leading to the formation of ferruginous bodies (Fubini et al. 1997; Ghio et al. 2004). It is thought that this localized concentration of iron though binding to a persistent particulate can lead to metal-catalyzed oxidative stress, DNA damage, and apoptosis resistance (Hardy and Aust 1995a; Ghio et al. 1997; Pascolo et al. 2013). However, for iron to contribute to toxicity it must be bioavailable and redox-active. Within the body, iron (as with many transition metals essential for health) is tightly controlled to limit reactivity. It was noted by Ghio et al. (1997) that while ferruginous bodies formed around crocidolite administered to the lungs of guinea pigs, this did not necessarily result in increased oxidant production. They observed that asbestos bodies showed reduced oxidant production as compared to uncoated fibers which was thought to be due to iron in the form of ferritin not being chemically reactive in oxidant production (Ghio et al. 1997; Turi et al. 2004). The importance of bioavailability is also relevant to transition metals such as iron within brake debris as it is not simply the presence of iron or other transition metal that leads to generation of ROS. Encased or encapsulated iron that does not have a bioavailable surface would not be redox active and instead, behave in the body simply as a resin particle. It is only once the surface is bioavailable that the particulate iron can contribute to toxicity via ROS production leading to oxidative damage.

It is important to stress that in relation to MM specifically, there is no association between exposure to particulate matter including particulate iron or diesel exhaust particles, a
recognized carcinogen (IARC 2014) and MM. Therefore, any concern relating to metal mediated toxicity and MM relates purely to the possible modification of chrysotile.

**Biodurability**

The coating of chrysotile may also have a significant implication for the durability of the fiber in an acidic biological environment such as a macrophage phagolysosome. As previously discussed, magnesium from the brucitic layer of the chrysotile fiber is leached leading to two significant changes in the fiber. The first is a reduction in surface charge as it is the positive magnesium ions that generate the positive surface charge of the fiber and their removal leads to a neutralization of the fiber surface. An insoluble layer preventing leaching would mean the positive surface charge is retained although this may be a moot point as the coating may neutralize the surface. The second and perhaps more important change would be to the overall biopersistence of long fibers. Biopersistence is determined by a particulates resistance to chemical dissolution (biodurability) and mechanical clearance. Chemical dissolution can lead ultimately to the shortening of long fibers thereby enabling their efficient clearance via macrophages. Therefore, a coating of insoluble resin could serve to insulate the rapidly leached brucitic layer as well as the more slowly leached silicate layers from an external low pH environment, preventing leaching and as such, reduce the rate of weakening and fragmentation of long fibers. In effect, a coating could turn relatively low durability chrysotile fibers into durable analogs leading to reduced clearance and increased residence time. It should be noted that this refers explicitly to long fibers as short fibers (i.e. increased residence time. It should be noted that this refers explicitly to long fibers as short fibers (i.e. long length, small diameter, and biodurability) (Poland et al. 2013). To determine the release of carbon nanotubes from composites and their toxicological properties, Wohlleben et al. (2011) incorporated carbon nanotubes into the thermoplastic resin polyethylene and cement paste. The composites were ground and the pulmonary toxicity of the dust compared to carbon nanotubes alone as well as the base composites without the addition of carbon nanotubes. Assessing lung lavage parameters for evidence of inflammation three days and three months after installation showed that both the cement and cement + carbon nanotube ducts caused a slight inflammatory response in the lungs as characterized by a neutrophil influx as well as histological changes. Similarly, a limited response was evident after installation of the thermoplastic resin dust with and without carbon nanotubes with (multi)focal granulomatous inflammation of minimal grade noted. In both cases, the response had mostly resolved by the 3-month post exposure period. While limited inflammatory effects were observed after treatment, there was no significant difference between the dusts containing carbon nanotubes and those without. This contrasts greatly with the effects caused by the installation of carbon nanotubes alone which created a prominent neutrophilic inflammation and increase in a variety of inflammatory parameters. Analysis of the released fragments during a range of different abrasion methods (Taber abrader and do-it-yourself sandpaper) showed no release of carbon nanotubes from the thermoplastic resin and surface-structured fragments (hairy layer of carbon nanotubes emerging from the surface), but no free fibers in the case of hand sanded cement. Overall, the study showed no additional hazard potential associated with the inclusion of carbon nanotubes into thermoplastics or cement over and above the expected dust irritation reaction noted for the dusts without carbon nanotubes (Wohlleben et al. 2011). A later study using the same type of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (Nanocyl NC7000) also investigated the toxicity of carbon nanotube containing epoxy resin composite dust. Similarly, they found that the dust particles with and without carbon nanotubes caused a brief inflammatory response (dust reaction) yet there were no differences in lung parameters from the carbon nanotube-containing epoxy and the reference epoxy (Saber et al. 2016). Interestingly, the authors also examined the hepatic response to particle installation and observed inflammation and necrotic histopathological changes in mice treated with the carbon nanotube-containing epoxy sanding dust but not with the reference epoxy. The reasoning behind this differential effect was considered to be due to slow translocation of carbon nanotubes to the liver and possibly other distal organs as evidenced by granulomas in the liver similar to those observed after carbon nanotube treatment alone and presence of black material in liver macrophages (Saber et al. 2016). These findings from both studies are interesting as they suggest that a pathogenic fiber incorporated into a matrix and then released via abrasion does not show the same level of respiratory toxicity as the pristine fiber. It is therefore not merely plausible but likely that chrysotile within a phenolic resin brake matrix would display a different toxicological response as compared to pristine chrysotile and drawing on the experience with carbon nanotubes, this may be drastically reduced. However, as noted in the study by Saber et al. (2016), differential effects may be noted elsewhere in the body.

Therefore, as concluded by Wang et al. (2017) in reviewing the transformation of released asbestos, carbon fibers and carbon nanotubes from composite materials, their toxicity may be significantly altered from the pristine fibers. This, in
turn, should be taken into account in the risk assessment of fiber-containing composites.

**Other factors influencing the mesotheliomagenic potential of chrysotile containing brake debris**

**Mesothelioma – inducing potency of chrysotile asbestos**

Hand in hand with exposure to a toxicant, including asbestos fibers, is the question of potency. While “asbestos” fibers are regulated the same and all classified as Class 1 carcinogen, ample evidence from both animal and human studies tell us that they are not equally as potent at causing disease, especially MM. It is not the view of the authors that such a group classification is inappropriate or should be altered, such a classification provides suitable and much needed protection. However, when considering specific diseases, the physicochemical properties of a given fiber undoubtedly modify the potency. A meta-analysis by Berman and Crump (2008a) relating fiber size and mineral type to “asbestos”-related cancer risk tested various hypothesize. They found that the hypothesis that chrysotile and amphibole asbestos are equally potent was confidently rejected by every metric analyzed. Furthermore, they were unable to reject by any metric the hypothesis that pure chrysotile is non-potent for MM (Berman and Crump 2008a). Overall, they established that the relative potency of chrysotile ranged from zero to about 1/200th of that of amphibole asbestos (depending on metric). They concluded that while the risk from chrysotile is certainly not negligible, there results are consistent with the evidence that chrysotile did not cause a large proportion of MM in the UK. Hodgson and Darnton (2010), placed the risk of MM from chrysotile at least an order of magnitude lower than the risk for amphibole fibers (0.007% per f/mL.year vs. 0.5 for crocidolite, 0.1 for amosite). As summarized by Pierce et al. (2008), a US Environmental Protection Agency group concluded that amphiboles are 800 times more potent than chrysotile in inducing MM (four times in relation to lung cancer). A more modest risk ratio was described by Hodgson and Darnton (2000) of 1:100:500 for chrysotile, amosite, and crocidolite respectively.

The consideration in the relative MM causing potency of chrysotile is important when considering the nature of exposures in vehicle mechanics and propensity for MM. Where exposures are low and intermittent and solely to chrysotile from brake pads, given the relative potency of chrysotile in causing MM, such exposures may be insufficient to lead to an appreciable incidence of MM although this is not necessarily the case for lung cancer. It is also important to consider the general question of “does chrysotile cause mesothelioma” in relation to the context of this review as we are not considering pristine chrysotile. Instead we are considering chrysotile that has been bound in a resin matrix, heated and ground and therefore, subject to possible modification. The general question is still highly relevant but the answer, which is hotly debated, should not be read-across from mined chrysotile to chrysotile in brake debris without first considering the physicochemical properties of the released chrysotile.

**Amphibole contamination**

A somewhat contentious and hotly debated topic in the risk of MM associated with chrysotile exposure is the so-called “amphibole hypothesis”. Contamination of chrysotile ore with amphiboles such as tremolite, is common and therefore there is the potential for mixed fiber exposure. This is supported by analysis of lung tissue in chrysotile workers which have shown significantly higher proportion of amphibole fibers in MM cases (Roggli et al. 2002). In the UK, a study by McDonald et al. (1997) looking at the incidences of MM in Thetford chrysotile miners and millers noted a substantially increased risk associated with years of employment in a group of five mines (area A), but not in a peripherally distributed group of 10 mines (area B). The risk was not affected by the level of dust exposure, leading the authors to suggest mineralogical differences between the two geographical regions was the cause. Lung tissue analyses showed that the concentration of tremolite fibers was much higher in area A than in area B (McDonald et al. 1997). Such observations led to the “amphibole hypothesis” which purports that it is the much more durable amphiboles that cause MM in exposed workers rather than the less durable chrysotile (Mossman et al. 1990). Considering this hypothesis in light of the BED concept, while there may be a mixed exposure to chrysotile containing a sub-fraction of tremolite, it would be the long, biodurable amphiboles that present a key pro-oncogenic driver and chrysotile to a lesser extent. However, this hypothesis is not universally supported and a key criticism is that despite differing levels of amphibole contamination in different regions, this is not always borne out by differing mortality rates from MM (Stayner et al. 1996). In addition, a review of the amphibole hypothesis by Stayner et al. (1996) found that while chrysotile may be less potent than amphiboles for inducing MM, there was little evidence to indicate lower lung cancer risk in the case of “pure” chrysotile exposures.

The higher potency of amphiboles in causing MM suggests that where they are present as a contaminating element, they may well increase the potency of an exposure in generating MM. Conversely, an absence of amphiboles would suggest a reduced potency, thus requiring heavier chrysotile exposure to generate a significant risk of MM. This is not to suggest that amphibole-free chrysotile is in anyway “safe”, but simply that it may present a different toxicity profile as compared to a mixed exposure.

The relevance of the role of the amphibole hypothesis to disease incidence in mechanics hinges very much on the presence of said amphiboles within the brake pads themselves. Although plausible given the common contamination of chrysotile with amphiboles, studies characterizing the released particles have not reported the presence of amphiboles. Furthermore, the majority of reported sampling studies of the occupational environment of mechanics has not described the presence of amphibole although there are exceptions (Kakooei et al. 2011). However, as amphiboles comprise a tiny contaminating fraction of some chrysotile deposits and limited release of free fibers from brake pads, the lack of observation is not unlikely. Additionally, taking the above comment that the development of MM in man
owing purely to chrysotile exposure requires an extremely large dose, such exposures are not present in mechanics.

Summary and conclusions

The highly emotive and litigious nature of asbestos and asbestos-associated disease is both understandable and just. The extensive use of what was once considered a "wonder material" meant widespread exposure in the occupational as well as the built environment leading to a litany of disease. In the UK, 2595 people died of MM in 2016 (HSE 2018) with a similar number (2597) dying in the US in 2015 which has been relatively consistent year on year (Mazurek et al. 2017). These numbers do not represent the sole sum of asbestos associated deaths and certainly not the physical and emotional suffering caused by exposure.

The repair and servicing of brake pads containing asbestos is associated with exposure, although the levels (below or above occupational exposure limits) vary between site and study. Epidemiological and meta-analysis studies, in terms of weight of evidence, show no significant risk of MM in mechanics working with such Chrysotile-containing friction products. This, it seems, is a disconnect between exposure and response where exposure exceeds current limits yet may well be explained by alteration of the pathogenic properties of chrysotile during encapsulation and release from brake pads. Here we have presented the possible modifications that may occur to chrysotile fibers during this process and the subsequent impact on the toxicity of such particulates. In summary, the attributes of chrysotile and modifications that may occur in relation to brake pads and MM risk are:

1. Low potency of chrysotile at causing MM - requirement for high fiber dose;
2. Low release of WHO classifiable fibers from brake pads – short fibers predominate;
3. Low release of free fibers – fibers often have matrix associated with part of the fiber;
4. Low biodurability of chrysotile fibers (possibly linked to lower potency);
5. Possible coating of fibers causing passivation of surface;
6. Grinding and braking can lead to significant heating of brake pads and heat modification of chrysotile toxicity has been well established;
7. Infrequent reporting of co-exposure to amphiboles relating to brake pad repair/servicing.

From a toxicological perspective, there is certainly the possibility of a modification of chrysotile toxicity as it pertains to released particles from asbestos containing brake pads. Indeed, as compared to bulk chrysotile exposures, the potential for modification is substantial. However, evidence is required rather than supposition and for that, there is a need for in depth characterization studies of the respirable material released during brake repair and servicing.

The fact of the matter is and remains that particle toxicity is determined by the dose and physicochemical characteristics of a particulate, not its name. Particle toxicity is replete with examples of modification of toxicity owing to alteration of physicochemical properties. As discussed previously, coating of highly reactive quartz with aluminum lactate passivates the surface and high toxicity particulate into a low toxicity particulate by modifying the physicochemical characteristic that underlies its toxicity; its BED. Conversely, alteration of the physicochemical characteristics of a particle can also increase its toxicity. A clear example of this is the effect the formation of low aspect ratio titanium dioxide (TiO₂) particles, a low toxicity material, into long fibers. Instillation into the lung caused minimal response in the case of the particulate TiO₂ while the long fibers caused inflammation and fibrosis despite being compositionally the same as the low aspect ratio particles (Hamilton et al. 2009). In this case, the presence of long fibers rather than the surface properties of TiO₂ were the BED causing toxicity. That elegant study demonstrates clearly the power and importance of considering the physicochemical properties of a material, including any modifications arriving from manufacture, use etc., when assessing possible risks. Ironically it is the advent of new fibrous materials that has, to an extent, increased the interest (and funding) in the ability of fibers to cause MM (Service 1998; The Royal Society, Royal Academy of Engineering 2004; Poland et al. 2008) despite the fact that asbestos derived MM is an ever-present problem on the increase.

When considering chrysotile in brake pads, it is not just possible that alteration of the physicochemical parameters could be modified by the production/use but highly unlikely that it would not. The combination of being encased in resin under pressure and heat to form the brake pads and then being released under high shear stress and heat generated by a grinding surface certainly provides extreme environmental conditions whereby coating, dihydroxylation under heat, fragmentation, etc. could occur.

Historical data from case and cohort studies, by its very nature, make it difficult to conduct meaningful new analysis; not least where information on exposure characteristics is lacking (i.e. physicochemical properties of released particles, exposure levels and durations). Indeed, the current literature is replete with claim and counterclaim surrounding such analysis and re-analysis (Finley et al. 2012, 2013; Finkelstein 2013) which further serves to obfuscate rather than clarify. However, physicochemical analysis of released debris and toxicological studies making use of our improved understanding of the mechanisms leading to MM such as gene silencing and deletions (Chernova et al. 2017) offer a testable way forward. As argued by Welch (2007), there is a need to consider all avenues of evidence to draw a scientifically reasoned conclusions surrounding possible links between brake debris exposure and MM. It is proposed that a more critical evaluations of the particulates released from asbestos-containing brake pads are needed with a significant focus on the physicochemical characteristics of the respirable component of the dust.
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